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Introduction

Port Operators face a myriad of challenges

 Economic demands for operational efficiencies
 Safety and security standards
 Environmental compliance standards
 Environmental change

Environmental change

 Natural and anthropogenic
 Climatically induced or other (anthropogenic) 

effects 
(e.g. sediment management, dredging) 
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Example: Changes in tidal regime due to water works

ca. 2 m

ca. 3,5 m
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Climate Change Challenges for Sea Ports

Survey of Port Authorities (Becker et al. 2011)

 How port operators feel climate change may 
impact their operations?

 Agreement that ports need to address this 
issue

 Sea Level Rise chief concern
 Storm impacts another chief concern
 However, not an issue this century (mismatch 

in planning/time horizons)

Source: Becker et al. (2011)
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Introduction

Extreme Sea Levels

 Caused by a combination of different factors
 High astronomical tides
 Storm surges (wind and pressure effects)
 Wind generated waves

 Coastal areas are usually adopted to present risks

Associated risks may change

 Changes in hazard consequences 
 Land use, population density, infrastructure, …

 Changes in hazard statistics
 Changes in wind wave & storm surge climate
 Changes in tidal dynamics 

(nodal cycle; local modifications due to e.g. 
water works)

 Long-term mean sea level changes 
Wave overtopping / Nössedike, Sylt Kühl (1984) 
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Introduction

(Nicholls et al. 1999)
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Introduction
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Different types of storms
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Different types of storms
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Different types of storms
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Different types of storms
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Tropical & Extra-tropical Cyclones

Tropical cyclones
- Energy mostly from latent heat flux
- Need warm ocean waters
- Occur in tropical regions mostly in late summer
- No fronts

Extra-tropical (mid-latitude) cyclones
- Form and grow via instabilities along temperature 

Gradients (mid-latitudes)
- Occur mostly in fall and winter in each hemisphere
- Sharp weather fronts
- May be accompanied by adverse weather (waves, 

surges, heavy precipitation, strong wind)
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Storm track as represented by 2-6 day eddy kinetic energy at 
250 hPa from the ECMWF ERA-40 reanalysis. From top to 
bottom: Annual mean, December-February mean, June- 
August mean. Northern Hemisphere (left), Southern 
Hemisphere (right). Redrawn after Kallberg et al. (2005).

Storm track climatology

 Mid-latitudes in both Hemispheres
 Most pronounced over the Southern Ocean
 Northern Hemisphere two maxima: North 

Pacific and North Atlantic storm tracks

Extra-tropical Cyclones
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Changes in the number (left) 
and the intensity (right) of  
winter (Nov-Mar) extra- 
tropical cyclones in the 
Northern Hemisphere in high 
(60-90N, top) and mid- 
latitudes (30-60N, bottom)  
1959-1997. Data are shown 
as anomalies normalized by  
standard deviation. For  
details see McCabe et al.  
(2001). Redrawn after  
McCabe et al. (2001).

How have statistics of extra-tropical cyclones changed?
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Index of storm activity for Northern Europe 
after Alexandersson et al. (1998) 
(Abb. 3.41 IPCC FAR)

Update until 2010 
(Krueger et al. 2012)

How have statistics of extra-tropical cyclones changed?
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Time series (1001-1990) of annual winter 
cyclone counts      

Average cyclone counts in each century  

Source: Xia (2013)

How have statistics of extra-tropical cyclones changed?

The last 1000 years

 Model simulation (ECHO-G) with 
observed external forcing

 Cyclone counts in the Northern 
Hemisphere remarkably stable
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SREX (2012) 
(IPCC Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate 
Change Adaptation)

 Likely that there has been a poleward shift in the main northern and southern storm tracks 
during the last 50 years (strong agreement between different products)

 Advances in documenting decadal and longer variability; shift should be seen in the light of 
studies covering longer time spans

 Anthropogenic influence has not formally been detected

 “While physical understanding of how anthropogenic forcing may influence extratropical cyclone 
storm tracks has strengthened, the importance of the different mechanisms in the observed 
shifts is still unclear”

How have statistics of extra-tropical cyclones changed?
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Tropical & Extra-tropical Cyclones

Tropical cyclones
- Energy mostly from latent heat flux
- Need warm ocean waters
- Occur in tropical regionas mostly in late summer
- No fronts

Extra-tropical (mid-latitude) cyclones
- Form and grow via instabilities along temperature 

Gradients (mid-latitudes)
- Occur mostly in fall and winter in each hemisphere
- Sharp weather fronts
- May be accompanied by adverse weather (waves, 

surges, heavy precipitation, strong wind)
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Globally, on average there are about 90 tropical cyclones per year

Tropical Cyclones
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Northern Hemisphere and individual basin accumulated tropical 
cyclone energy (ACE) 1981-2007. NATL denotes the North Atlantic, 
EPAC the eastern Pacific, WPAC the western Pacific and NIO the 
North Indian Ocean. The ratio between EP and NATL ACE is given 
by the time series on the top. The inset box-and-whisker plot shows 
the 1981-2007 global ACE distribution with the median and the 
upper and lower quartiles. Redrawn from Maue (2009). 

How have statistics of tropical cyclones changed?

 Appears to be relatively stable 
over the satellite era (approx. 40 
years)

 Longer periods: “Natural  
variability  combined  with  
uncertainties  in  the  historical  
data makes it difficult to detect 
trends in tropical cyclone 
activity.” (SREX)
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How have statistics of tropical cyclones changed?

Source: Landsea (2007)
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Hurricane Erin (1991) analysed using 
methods operationally before 1945 ….

… and after 1945

CAT 3CAT 3 CAT 5CAT 5

How have statistics of tropical cyclones changed?

Source: Landsea (2007)
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SREX (2012)

 “In summary, there is low confidence that any observed long-term (i.e., 40 years or more) 
increases in tropical cyclone activity are robust, after accounting for past changes in 
observing capabilities”

How have statistics of tropical cyclones changed?
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Extreme & Mean Sea Levels in Cuxhaven
(Weisse 2008)

Extreme Sea Level Changes (globally)
(Woodworth & Blackman 2004)

How have statistics of extreme sea levels changed?
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How have statistics of extreme sea levels changed?
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 Induced by humans, but non-climatic
 Effects of water works measured as 

differences in storm surge height and 
timing of the peak between Cuxhaven 
and HH St. Pauli

 Before 1962: approx. 30 cm & 4.5 hrs. 
After 1962: approx. 100 cm & 3 hrs.

1962

How have statistics of extreme sea levels changed?
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How have mean sea levels changed?

Global mean sea level changes (20th century)

 Multiple methods for estimation
 Similar long-term trends; differences in 

interannual and decadal variability
 Tide gauges approx. 1.5-1.9 mm/year
 Altimetry approx. 3.2 mm/year since 1993 

broadly consistent with tide gauge estimates 
for the same period

 Higher rate likely result of decadal variability 
rather than of acceleration

Regional patterns

 Highly variable
 Highly uncertain 

Source: http://www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/
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What about the future? 
Climate projections
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Projections for mean sea level changes 

Global mean sea level changes

 AR4 until 2100 up to approx. 58/88cm 
without/with scaled-up ice-sheet imbalance 

 Not very different from AR3 and probably also 
not much from the AR5

 Since publication of AR4 higher estimates of 
upper bounds provided (semi-empirical, 
analogues, physical constraints on ice sheet 
dynamics 

Regional patterns

 Highly variable & uncertain
 At this stage no agreed pattern for the longer- 

term regional distribution of projected sea-level 
rise

Source: http://www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/
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SREX (2012)

 Models and downscaling techniques are consistent in projecting
 Decreases or no changes in tropical cyclone frequency
 Increases in intensity and number of most intense storms
 Increases in rainfall rates 

 Lower confidence in regional (basin-scale) projections

 Uncertainties strongly related to our capability to simulate (resolve) tropical cyclones in present 
day models

Projections for tropical cyclone statistics
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SREX (2012)

 Majority of models and downscaling techniques are consistent in projecting
 Poleward shift of mid-latitude storm tracks in both hemispheres
 Increased storm activity at high latitudes
 Fewer mid-latitude storms per hemisphere

 Lower confidence in regional projections

Reviewing existing literature, uncertainties related to

 Balance between changing meridional temperature gradients at the surface and at height
 Changes in the amount of water vapor
 SST changes

Projections for extra-tropical cyclone statistics
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Projections for changes in global wave climate

Change in significant wave height until  2100
(Semedo et al. 2013)

 Changes in extra-tropical cyclone climatology 
are reflected also in global wave climate 
projections

 Consistent with expected changes in storm 
activity and reduced sea ice
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Projections for changes in regional wave climate (Example)

(IPCC, 2001)

RCAO/HAD RCAO/ECH 

A2

B2

Annual 99%-ile 
Sig. Wave height

Climate Change 
Signals [m] 
2071-2100 ./. 
1961-1990

Present Day 99%ile 

Max. Change 2071-2100
+5-10% relative to present

(Grabemann and Weisse, 2008)

~+1%/decade if linear increased 
assumed

Plausible if we can not detect any 
changes right now
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Projections for changes in (regional) storm surge climate
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Changes in extreme storm surge 
levels 2071-2100 ./. 1961-1990
(Gaslikova et al. 2012) 

Here 99.0 percentiles based on hourly 
values; this compares to 99.5 
percentiles derived from half hourly 
values 

Contour lines show 99 percentile 
storm surge residuals from respective 
control runs

 To my knowledge so far no global 
study

 Only regional examples
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Projections for changes in (regional) storm surge climate

Changes in extreme storm surge levels 2071-2100 ./. 1961-1990
(Woth et al. 2006; Woth 2005)

 For the North Sea studies are 
relatively robust and 
consistent

 Mean sea level rise likely to 
provide largest contribution to 
expected increase in future 
sea level extremes

 Locally substantial contribution 
from changing storm surge 
climate can not be ruled out 
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(Berkenbrink, pers. comm. 2012)

Climate change effects need to be put into 
perspective

 Waves and surges determined by wind, 
duration, fetch, bathymetry

 Climatic vs. non climatic drivers 
Climate: wind speed & direction, sea ice (fetch) 
Non-climatic: water works (fetch, bathymetry)

 Important when adaptation considered
 Example: Retreat with dike for a case study in 

Lower Saxony
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Summary

 Extreme sea levels have increased during the recent past primarily as a consequence from 
rising mean sea levels and (at some places) from local water works. Meteorological induced 
components show substantial variations on time scales of decades and longer, but no clear 
long term trend.

 For the future, extreme sea levels are expected to rise further. Mean sea level changes are 
expected to remain a significant contributor. Changes in storm climate may further contribute 
but remain uncertain.

 To evaluate consequences and possible adaptation strategies, detailed regional studies are 
needed instead of generalized statements.

 For seaports, there appears to be a mismatch in time and spatial scales at which climate 
change information is mostly presented and planning horizons

 Challenge to bridge this gap
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